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NEW VALUES IN TRADITIONAL FORMS 
A STUDY IN MENANDER'S 'ASPIS'* 

by D. B. Lombard 
(University of South Africa, Pretoria) 

THE OPENING SCENE OF THE ASPISl 

In a dramatic scene, it is not so much the author's skill in adapting himself 
to various styles which one admires, but the skill and the power with which 
he makes these styles comply with what he wishes to say. In an examination 
of the opening scene of the Aspis, one is, therefore, faced with the difficult 
tasks of penetrating to the meaning which it conveys and then attempting to 
analyse the means by which the author has produced his dramatic effects. 

The classical scholar, right at the outset of the description of the opening 
scene, is hampered by the missing opening verses. What could the contents 
of these have been? May we assume that the place of action was revealed, 
as this is not done elsewhere in the first act?2 If this was done, one is tempted 
to suggest that Daos, the slave of K.leostratos, who presumably died in a 
battle, appears on the stage, followed by a train of captives and baggage 
animals3 and sombrely hailed the Athenian land before invoking his dead 
master (v. 2).4 This suggestion, however, leads to further difficulties. The 
colloquy of Daos and Smikrines, the elder uncle of K.leostratos (v. 18-22) 

* This paper was prepared as a thesis for the M.A. degree at the University of South 
Africa (1971) under the guidance of Prof. G. Maurach. I wish to express my gratitude 
also to Prof. K. Gaiser for valuable criticism and comments on this article. 

1. Editio Princeps: R. Kasser with the collaboration of C. Austin, Papyrus Bodmer 
XXVI, Menandre: Le Bouclier, Geneve 1969. All references are to the critical edition of C. 
Austin, Menandri Aspis et Samia I (Kleine Texte fiir Vorlesungen und Obungen, 188a) 
Berlin 1969. For a full discussion of the recently published comedy see F. Stoessl, 'Die 
neuen Menanderpublikationen der Bibliotheca Bodmeriana in Genf', RhM 112 (1969) 
193 ff. 

2. It seems that the place of action was regularly revealed in the opening scenes. Cf. 
Dyskolos l-4, Samia 101, Heros 22 and Perikeiromene 5.U. von Wilamowitz suggests that 
this may also have been done in the Prologue of the Epitrepontes: Menander, Das Schieds
gericht, Berlin 1925, 50. 

3. E. W. Handley, 'Menandre', Entretiens sur l'Antiquite Classique XVI, Fondation 
Hardt, Geneve 1970, 24 suggests that 'the effect was heightened by the implicit comparison 
with tragic spectacle'. He notes that according to a scholiast on Eur. Or. 57, productions of 
this play were started with a procession in which Helen arrived with the spoils of Troy. 

4. See Kleostratos' salutation of the land on his arrival, Asp is 491. This ritual greeting 
which home-comers direct to the land persisted into New Comedy from the time of 
Aeschylus. Cf. Pers. 249, Ag. 503 and 810, see further F. Leo, 'Monolog im Drama', 
AGG, N .F. 10.5 (1908) 7. 
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seems to indicate that the two have already met briefly, either on the stage 
or off the stage before entering together.s If we may assume that this is true, 
a highly emotive scene was portrayed here: the faithful slave enters with an 
old man; he is holding a shattered shield; the trophies of a victor follow
captives of war, baggage animals laden with booty - the victor himself, 
however, has not returned. The slave, overcome by emotion, turns aside to 
express his sorrow in a soliloquy (v. 1-18).6 

The monologue tells the tale of this tragic setting: Daos experiences the 
full impact of his loss at the moment of homecoming and sombrely addresses 
his former lord. He recalls the hopes he had originally nurtured when they set 
out on their expedition (v. 2-3). In 3-10, closely connected by yap, he first 
dwells on unrealised expectations he had had for his master, and then his 
thoughts converge in an expression of his own loss: 

EJ.LOi 1:' sm::cr&at 't:IDV JlCtKp&v n6vrov nva 
avanaucrtv sic; 1:0 yflpac; suvoiac; xaptv 

(v. 11-12) 

The 't:E 'and so, accordingly'? implies that 4--10 express a necessary condition 
for this sequel and tinges the monologue with a sense of personal frustration. 

The reality which has intruded on his dreams forms the climax of the 
monologue: 

VUV oi'; cru J.LBV OtXEt 7tetpaA6yroc; 1:' avijpnacrat (13) 

Line 14 introduces the speaker and in 15 attention is vividly drawn to the 
shield, 8 which is to become a focal point in the structure of the comedy. 

5. Cf. Sandbach quoted in C. Austin, Menandri Aspis et Samia II, Subsidia Jnterpreta
tionis (Kleine Texte ftir Vorlesungen und Obungen, 188b) Berlin 1970, who finds 18-22 'an 
unconvincing first exchange of words between a pair who have not seen one another for a 
long time', 

6. This type of soliloquy, spoken in the presence of others but directed to dead persons, 
gods, or the surrounding nature, was employed by the tragedians to express great pathos. 
Cf. Wolfgang Schadewaldt, Monolog und Selbstgespriich, Dublin2 1966, 29: 'Wenn ein 
Erleben sich zur Leidenschaft steigert und den Menschen ganz erfiillt, vergisst er Zwecke, 
Haltung, Umwelt, alles, was ihn als geselliges Wesen bindet. Getragen von einem Pathos, 
lebt er ganz sich selbst und diesem Pathos. In Gegenwart anderer einsam, spricht er aus 
sich hera us oder in sich hinein'. The epistrophe is found especially in Sophocles: El. 1126ff., 
Aj. 996ff., Ant. 842ff., Phil. 1081 ff., etc. 

7. For this use of 'tE see K.-G. Il,519,2 and Denniston, Particles 487ff. 
8. We note the deictic 1:i]vliE and the chiasmus, 15-16. Moreover, the threefold 

resolution of an arsis may be intended to accentuate his agitation. 
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The account of the battle (v. 23-82) is suspended by a brief interlude of 
dialogue (v. 18-22). Smikrines, who has been listening to the monologue, 
pronounces an appropriate sentiment and this is echoed by Daos (v. 18-19). 
Smikrines' question concerning the vital point of the account, the death of 
K.leostratos, follows naturally, but Daos responds with a general statement 
about the uncertain tenor of a soldier's life (v. 20-21). Smikrines hereupon 
demands the full story, with a note of impatience (611ror;). This demand marks 
the formal introduction to the narrative which follows.9 

The dialogue is no formal transition, but every line is justified by its 
dramatic value. The intense monologue has gripped our interest in the 
dramatic situation. Through the dialogue we glide into a slower movement 
in the battle narrative. The yvffillT], in particular, has a retarding effect. It 
appears that Menander often employed such utterances to introduce a 
narrative,lO Here, however, the yvffillTJ briefly delays it - its function will be 
discussed fully later. 

Daos solemnly opens his account with a geographic specification and 
proceeds to describe their initial success in battle (v. 23-26). At this point, 
however, the natural flow of the narrative seems to be interrupted. A 
statement which favours the enemies' point of view and a yvffillTJ which 
explains this intrudes before the story is resumed: 

TJ!llir; 8' <hliKtour; npor; to !lEAAOV f]yay& 
to Kettetcppov~::iv · noA.A.oi yap KtA.. 

(v. 29-30). 

The intention of the narrator is clear: he wishes to cast an ominous light 
on their initial good fortune by forewarning, in a way that is well known 
from Thucydides as well as the tragedians, that, though they gained by the 
plundering which followed their victory, they were acting in a spirit of 
Kettacpp6vT]crtr; and consequently were litetKtot. When Smikrines, on the 
other hand, hears about the booty, his interjection: dlr; KetA.6v (v. 33) forms 
a momentary relief from the bleak atmosphere which Daos wants to 
predominate in his narrative. 

Daos proceeds, unruffl.ed,ll to enumerate the different items of booty 

9. The questions which Smikrines interjects during the narrative also act as punctuation 
marks: 39 marks a transition, 68-69 and 72 highlight the important features of the story . 

10. A kind of generalisation in which the speaker excitedly presents his particular 
experience in an exaggerated form to arrest the attention of the audience often precedes a 
narrative. See Dyskolos 153ff., 639ff., 666; Ge01·gos 35ff.; Perikeiromene 282; Samia 
206; cf. Samia 616. W. Gorier, MENANAPOY rNnMAI, Berlin 1963, 43ff. indicates that 
this technique derives from Aristophanes. 

11. This cannot be established with certainty as the first letters of the line have dropped 
from the text. Jacques (quoted ad loc. in Austin II) supplies aiYtoc; 8'. Compare line 63 in 
which Daos ignores Smikrines' comment. 
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which his master obtained and explains that he was sent to Rhodes with the 
booty before they were attacked (v. 34-40). The calamity which Daos has 
carefully foreshadowed is now imminent: the enemy had learnt the extent 
of their cna~ia ('t'llV OUVUf . .ltV scrKs8acrJ.lEVT]V) and occupied a hill nearby (v. 
40-44). The army of the mercenaries on the other hand neglected to post 
guards;12 all retired to their tents with abundant supplies and started 
carousing (v. 45-48). We now await, apprehensively, the full impact of the 
disaster for which Daos has carefully prepared us. But Smikrines anticipates 
him. When he hears about the revelry he reacts with great alarm,BnovT]p6v 
rs crcp68pa (v. 48), and dampens the effect of Daos's climax in this part of 
the narrative. 

Unfortumately the text is mutilated at this point and we cannot see how 
Smikrines responded to the catastrophe,l4 One wonders if Smikrines here 
asked Daos how he had progressed on his journey, as such a question would 
provide a smooth transition to the second part of the story (v. 53ff.),l5 

When Daos relates how he became an eyewitness of the sequel to the 
disaster (v. 53-62) he excels in dramatic description. His narrative resumes 
in a slow tempo. He explains that at midnight he had been arranging a 
guard for the booty and, while walking in front of the tent of the prisoners 
of war, was suddenly shaken from his quietude. The tempo abruptly rises 
with asyndeta: 

aKouro Mpu~ov oi.J.lro[r ]i!v 8p6f.lOV 
68upf.l6V, uvaKaA.ouv't'a~ ainoi:>~ OVOf.lU't't 

(v. 56-57). 

He graphically represents the action in its progress. He hears an uproar, 
shouts of anguish, the sound of running; hereupon he can distinguish 
sorrowful moaning and as the soldiers get still closer he hears 'men calling 
each other by name',l6 He explains that there was a hill nearby. Then, as 

12. Cf. Sandbach quoted ad Joe. in Austin II. 
13. Daos, in contrast to this reaction, relates the event with resignation- otov EiKO!; 
yiyVE'tat, 47. 
14. The bottom and top edges of the first and second pages have disintegrated. 

Consequently only the dicolon at the end of v. 49 of the next line(s) (indicating that Smikrines 
is the speaker) and the last three letters of 52 (Eyro) at the top of page 2 can clearly be read. 

15. Cf. the question which the chorus interjects during the Phrygian's narrative in Eur. 
Or. 1425. K. Gaiser in his German translation of the Asp is: Menander, Der Schild ode/' die 
Erbtochter, Artemis Verlag, 1971, reconstructs as follows: 'Warst du nicht schon weit weg? 
Dass du mir nichts erfindest!' 

16. The assonance of o-sounds and the repetition of d,r,m,n at the end of 56 and the 
beginning of 57 is striking. This may be calculated to portray the thunderous sound 
produced by a stampeding crowd. 
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his narrative reaches a resolution, he briefly emerges into a poetic conscious
ness:!? 

rc po~ 'toiJ't' livro 
T]Spot~6jlscrBa miV'ts~. o{ ()' Brcsppeov 
ircrcst~ fmacrrctcr'tai cr'tpan&'tat 'tpUI':>jlU'ta 
gXOV'tc~ 

(v. 59-62) 

We are, however, once more plunged into bathos when we hear Smikrines' 
prosaic comment: ffi~ ffiv11cr' arcocr'taA.si~ 'tO'tc (v. 62). 

The remark is ignored, and the issue of the disaster unfolds with a stark 
inevitability. Daos explains that they erected a make-shift camp on the hill 
and remained there (v. 63ff.). On the fourth day they advanced after 
learning that the enemy had departed with those whom they had taken 
captive (v. 66-68). Smikrines' question now extorts the inevitable: 

EV ()f; wt~ vsKpot~ 
TCcTC'tffiKO't' et8s~ 'tOU'tOV; 

(v. 68-69) 

Daos' reply does not spare us the gruesome realities of war: it was not 
possible, he says, to identify Kleostratos with certainty. The corpses had been 
exposed to the sun for four days and their faces were 'bloated out of 
recognition' (v. 69-72). He did, however, find Kleostratos' shattered shield 

17. The tragic form (i)Spot~OJ.lecrSa), the strict verse (resolution only in the fourth foot 
of 61) and the striking assonance both of the vowel sounds (i and u) and of the con
sonants (s, st, tr and t) are most expressive. The action is again represented progres
sively. Cavalry armies were most vulnerable to attack at night since they were easily 
thrown into confusion. See Xenophon, Cyr. 3.3. 26-27. Consequently they were the 
first to flee and, once in flight, the fastest. See Xenophon, Anab. 7, 3.26. The wounded 
soldiers, naturally, arrive last. The position of onacmtm:ai presents a slight problem. 
At this time they were not employed as light infantry in the armies. They acted as 
phalanx in the army of Eumenes when he did battle with the elder Antigonus at 
Paraitacene in 319 B.C. See Diodorus 19,28,1. This might explain why Daos does not 
mention any other phalangites and suggests that Kleostratos might have served in a 
phalanx of hypaspists. More surprisingly, however, is Daos' omission of the \jltA.oi, the 
light-armed infantry. These are the -ro~6-rat, the ch:ov-ricr-rat and the crcpav3ovfi-rat. 
Although they were numerically inferior they were nevertheless a regular force in the 
armies of the Successors. They would have reached Daos before the i.macrmcr-rai because 
they were more nimble. The omission appears to be deliberate. It suggests that Daos is 
conscious of the effect which the music of poetry has on our ears and that this also plays 
a role in his choice and juxtaposition of words. 

For a discussion of Hellenistic warfare see W. W. Tarn, Hellenistic Military & Naval 
Developments, New York 1966. For the role of the mercenaries in these armies see G. T. 
Griffith, The Mercenaries of the Hellenistic World, Groningen2 1968, 
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on one of the corpses (v. 72-73).18 His description of the mass burial which 
followed is characterised by the same tone of stark realism (v. 75-79),19 He 
finally explains that the army was disbanded after this, that he sailed to 
Rhodes and from there to Athens, and he closes his account with a rhetorical 
formula:20 

UKTJKOtic; llOD 1tUV't!l 

(v.82). 

We have seen how Daos has a~tempted to transport us to a level of tragic 
intensity but Smikrines with his short, rather brusque, ejaculations has 
repeatedly dampened the attempt. When Smikrines now expresses no 
appropriate comment but bluntly demands the details of the booty, we 
descend, now more securely, to the level of comedy. Daos answers Smikrines' 
questions with dignity, but cannot suppress his chagrin and exposes him: 
KATIPOV61le (v. 85). Smikrines has been caught off guard and his response is 
comical. He protests indignantly that he is not after the possessions, but 
nevertheless demands further information regarding these (v. 85-86). 

At the end of the scene a sombre tone creeps into the dialogue as we are 
once more reminded of the report of the death in the family (v. 91 ff.). 

I have attempted to demonstrate how the dramatist has alternately increased 
and checked the flux of our emotion and has gradually transported us from 
one level of reality to another. What we did not notice, while the lines were 
having this effect on us, is that the scene contains a careful blend of well
known tragic 'forms'. The soliloquy of Daos contains all the information 
we require for a proper understanding of the play. We learn that Kleostratos 
set out on an expedition with Daos to acquire wealth (v. 4-7), but with 
the basic purpose of acquiring a dowry for his sister (v. 8-10). Daos wished 
to obtain his freedom had Kleostratos survived the expedition and attained 
his ambitions (v. 11-12). The shattered shield which is then displayed has 
a twofold function. It symbolises the a pe-ri] of Kleostratos as it bears witness 

18. In an inaugural lecture printed in the University of Leeds Review, Vol. 13,1, 1970, 
G. Arnott notes: 'It would have been possible, however, for a playwright of Menander's 
imaginative powers to devise a dozen different bromidic explanations for Daos' false 
assumption. But Menander lived in an Athens tortured by war, famine and disease; and 
the explanation he chose was appropriate to his civilization and to his own harsh humanity', 
(v. 17f.). Daos' account is perhaps owing not so much to 'harsh humanity' as to a propen
sity for gruesome realism (cf. Perinthia 3ff., Korte 1), but the fragments are too scanty to 
allow a conclusive judgement. It is interesting to see how dispassionately1Xenophon 
glosses over the state of the corpses: Kat 'tOU!; VEKpOui; 'tOU!; nA.eicr'tOU!; evSanep enecrov 
EKUO"'tOU!; eSawav· t\011 rap i]crav 1tEJ.11taiot Kat oux ol6v 'tE uvatpEiV en i]v. Anab. 6,4,9. 

19. For a historical example of a mass burial see Xenophon, Anab. 6,5,6: E1tEt oe Eli; 
ti]v 606v i]KOV 'ti]V EK 'tOOV KCOJ.lOOV, evSa EKEtVtO ti.Sp6ot, crUVEVEyK6VtE!; UU'tOU~ eSaljlav. 

20. Cf. E. Fraenkel, S.B. Bay. Akad. 1963, 1,52 n. I. 
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to a brave death amidst violent fighting. This is clearly brought out by 17-18 
which are connected by yap. But our attention is also focused on the shield 
because, as we will gradually realise (in 69-73, and finally in 107-110), this 
is the source of Daos' mistake in identifying the corpse as his dead master. 

The monologue, accordingly, fully reveals the circumstances from which 
the action starts and, as such, fulfils the function of an explanatory Sub
Prologue in the structure of the comedy. It is, however, no formal exposition 
of the facts. On the contrary, the 'form' is carefully disguised and through 
the characterisation of Daos, who addresses his master with spontaneous 
grief, we are made to experience the complex desires and emotions which 
are necessary for a proper understanding of the different strands of action. 

It is possible that Menander found examples for this type of Prologue in 
the early tragedies of Euripides; for example those of Medea, Stheneboia and 
Philoctetes.21 These prologues fulfil the same function as Daos' monologue: 
they orientate the audience with a full exposition of the events preceding the 
dramatic situation. At this stage of Euripides' art the dramatist took pains 
to overcome the formality of his expositions: the inner tension of the speakers 
vivifies the prologues, and the exposition emerges as something natural and 
spontaneous. But it has to be emphasised that the basic information is more 
carefully disguised through the characterisation of Daos22 and that the 
Euripidean chronological pattern, which he never disguised completely, has 
been deliberately avoided by Menander. One is also struck by the constraint 
which distinguishes this monologue from those of tragedy. This is shown 
clearly by a comparison with Electra's famous soliloquy (Soph. El. 1126ff.).23 

21. For a full discussion of these Prologues see F. Leo op. cit. 16ff.; 20f. and W. 
Schadewaldt, op. cit., 8 ff. The same prologue technique may also be found in Cyclops 
1 ff. Cf. Leo op. cit., 26. 

22. The guard's soliloquy in the beginning of Aeschylus' Agam., 1-39, which is the 
prototype of these Prologues, may in this respect be compared with Daos' monologue. In 
this Prologue the information is also conveyed more indirectly than in those of Euripides. 

23. Electra addresses the supposed mortal remains of Orestes and like Daos (Asp. 2-3) 
she is immediately reminded of the hopes she nurtured when she sent him away: 

&~ cr' (m' eA.nilirov 
oux clivm;p e1;tnEj.l1tOV ElcrEiiEI;aj.tT)V 

(v. 1126-7). 

Unlike Daos, however, she is too anguished to develop this vision further and the reality of 
Orestes' death intrudes, 1129, 1136, 1141-42. This theme reaches a resolution in 1149-1151 : 

ViiV li' BJCI..EI..Ol1tE 'taiit' BV l')J.Ulp~ J.U(i 
Sav6vn cruv croi. navta yap cruvap1tacra~ 
SuEA.A.' o1tro~ ~t~T)Ka~. oixEtut natrfp. 

The climax of Daos' monologue may be compared to this: 
ViiV lie cru j.!EV oiXEt 7tUpaA.6yro~ t' avi]p7tacrat 

Electra's sorrow, however, reaches a greater intensity and culminates in the most vehement 
cries, 1160ff. 
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The lengthy battle narrative of the Aspis (v. 23-82) reminds one of another 
tragic convention, the Messenger Speech. These speeches report on events 
which have taken place off stage, normally during the course of the tragedy24 
but sometimes preceding it,25 like the battle described in Aspis. This general 
observation of common characteristics calls for closer analysis. 

These Messenger Speeches are preceded by a short introductory dialogue. 
In Euripides this dialogue follows a typical structure:26 
a) The messenger addresses an actor or the chorus. If the latter is not the 

party concerned, he enquires where the addressee may be found. This 
address is mostly attended by passionate ejaculations which qualify the 
event which has taken place.27 

b) An anxious question of the addressee follows. 
c) The messenger summarises the essential information. 
d) The addressee now demands a full account of the event. 

The literary connection is clear. The exact scheme may be found in the 
introductory dialogue of Aspis (v. 18-22). The qualification of the event, here 
divided between Smikrines the 'addressee' and Daos the 'messenger' (a), the 
question of Smikrines (b), and the demand for a full report (d) correspond 
exactly to the tragic scheme.28 Part (c) in which the messenger summarises 
the report, however, shows a neat individual touch. 

In tragedy the event is here unleashed with a great emotional impact. 

There are verbal similarities and similar tendencies in the development of the thoughts 
which may not be fortuitous. The comparison, however, also indicates the restraint and 
economy with which Menander treats the dramatic theme. The basic difference in purpose 
between these two monologues must also be emphasised. Sophocles is concerned solely 
with the i'j.9o~ of Electra, Orestes' death means her death (1152,1163 If.). To Menander the 
characterisation of Daos is equally important, but he also wishes to acquaint the audience 
with the basic facts from which the drama starts in a concise synopsis. 

24. This applies to all Messenger Speeches in the tragedies of Sophocles and Euripides 
which have been transmitted. 

25. The battle described in Aeschylus Pers. 447ff.; cf. Ag. 551 If. 
26. This structure is, of course, not binding and some variations of the scheme may be 

found, cf. Supp. 399ff. 
The structure of the dialogue of the chorus and the messenger which precede the 

Messenger Speeches in Sophocles is not essentially different from that of Euripides. Cf. 
Aj. 719ff., Ant. 1155ff., O.T. 1123ff. and Tr. 871ff. 

27. So in Andr.1070f.,Med.1121 lf.,Heracl. 784ff., Or. 852ff., He!. 597ff., Bacch. 1024ff.; 
Cyc. 375ff.; cf. also Or. 1369ff., El. 761 If. The qualification of the message may also 
follow after the addressee has announced himself, e.g. Hipp. 1153ff. 

28. In Euripidean tragedy this demand is also impatiently expressed with an imperative. 
Cf. !ph. Au!. 1539, Or. 1380, !ph. Taur. 1325, Bacch. 672, Ibid. 1041, Her. Fur. 919, Supp. 
649, Hipp. 1171 (Cf. the demand with Smikrines' question in Asp is 19-20: noo~ Kct.i litroA.s-r'; 
elm~· -riP -rp6nq> K-rA..). 
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Menander, however, has already attained the dramatic effect which he 
requires. He now softens the effect by presenting the essentials of this 
particular 'Message' -the death of Kleostratos on the field of battle- in the 
form of a general reflection: Death, Daos asserts, is a constant threat in the 
life of every soldier. 

Menander has thus employed the tragic 'form' in every detail and yet he 
completely reverses the emotional effect for which the structure was created 
and adapts it to suit his own dramatic purposes. 

Further formal characteristics of the Messenger Speech may be observed 
in the opening and closing verses of Daos' narrative (v. 23-24 and 82). These 
speeches are often opened with a geographic specification.29 They are 
conventionally closed, on the other hand, with a return to direct speech.30 

In the conclusion of the Aspis speech, however, another individual touch 
may be noted. When the messengers of tragedy turn to the addressee they 
often conclude with a moralising judgement drawn from the event on which 
they have reported.31 In Menander narratives are indeed also rounded off 
with sententious reflections32 and Daos as we have seen, is rather prone to 
such moralisations. Nevertheless, the absence of such a reflection is probably 
to be explained by the subtle characterisation of Daos. His previous reflec
tions have made no impression on Smikrines and he is now not going to 
waste more wisdom, but concludes abruptly: aKi1Koac; 1tav-ca J.lOU. 

In comparing the narrative of Daos with the Messenger Speeches of 
tragedy one is struck by the economy, the restraint and the realism with 
which the story is presented. The climax of the Euripidean Messenger 
Speeches is often heightened by quoting the direct words of the tragic victims. 
None of the florid poetic effects of the tragic Messenger Speeches are to be 
found in Menander. On the contrary, whenever the tone rises and a slight 
suggestion of a poetic flight emerges, this is checked, and we descend to a 
lower emotional level. Yet the long description completely escapes mono
tony. The narrative is vivified partly by Smikrines' questions which are 
interposed in the narrative. The same effect is attained through the questions 
which the chorus interjects during the second Messenger Speech of Euripides' 
Orestes (v. 1395ff.). 

29. Austin I, Austin II ad loc. quotes Aeschylus Pers. 447, vficr6c; nc; i':m:i np6crSs 
kaA.a)livoc; T6nrov and Sophocles' Trach. 237, UK'ti] nc; scrt Eil~oti<;;. Variations of the 
expression may be noted in Eurpides' Andr. 1085, i':nEi TO KA.etVov f)A.SOJlEV <I>oi~ou 

m':liov; cf. Bacch. 1043-5, !ph. Taur. 260, El. 774. 
30. Eurpides' Hipp. 1249ff., Med. 1223, !ph. Auf. 1607, Hec. 580, Or. 953ff., !ph. Taur. 

335ff., Andr. 1159, Cyc. 426ff., Bacclz. 769, cf. 1148ff. and Her. Fur. 1014f. 
31. Sophocles, Aj. 434f., Ant. 277; Euripides' Heracl. 863ff., Supp. 726ff., and compare 

the examples quoted inn. 30. 
32. Cf. Dyskolos 811, Georgos 77ff., Perikeiromene 44f. Theon, Progymnasmata (II, 

p. 91 Spengel) states that this device was calculated to win applause from the audience. 
Cf. E. W. Handley, The Dyskolos of Menander, London 1965, 134. 
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The true diversity, and the purely Menandrean innovation, however, is to 
be found in the dampening comments of Smikrines (v. 33,48 and 62). With 
these comments, Smikrines gradually reveals what aspects of the story really 
interest him. In his very first comment he expresses a certain smugness at the 
thought of acquiring wealth. This in spite of the fact that so positive a 
sentiment does not suit the context in which Daos casts the story. The senti
ment is counterbalanced by 48. When he hears that the soldiers, enriched by 
supplies which they had obtained, naturally gave themselves to gay abandon, 
he expresses vehement disapproval. His last comment, &~ rovTJcr' anocr"CaA.d~ 
"CO"Ce, may reflect concern for Daos' safety, but in view of his previous 
reactions, one suspects that the safety of the booty may be his main concern. 
All doubt, however, is dispelled when Smikrines' questions, at the end of the 
narrative, are concerned only with the possessions and when Daos explicitly 
exposes his greed (v. 82-85). Up to the point where Daos exposes him, 
Smikrines has, therefore, without expressing too much character, never
theless gradually unmasked himself. It is tempting to look for the origins 
of such a gradual self-revelation of character. 

A comparable development in characterisation has been detected in the 
late works of Aristophanes by G. Maurach.33 A similar gradual unmasking 
of the characters, in which the comic effect is not suppressed, may be found 

. in Euripides.34 

33. Acta Classica XI, 1968, 1 ff. He indicates that in contrast to Aristophanes' earlier 
comedies in which well-known urban characters- generals, poor farmers, weapon dealers, 
etc. - are portrayed, we find a 'Gesinnungstyp' in Ecclesiazusae 727ff. The character 
gradually emerges as a sensible man who wishes to wait for the others to act first in giving 
up their possessions to the new communistic state. Hereupon he appears to be quite 
greedy and also does not want to yield his possessions at all because he is sceptical about 
the Athenians who are so fickle in their decisions (791 ff. 799, cf. 811). When, however, 
it is announced that the public meal is ready, he nevertheless rushes off to profit from these 
laws. Apart from a gradual development in the characterisation we find here also the 
'Spielform' of unmasking. Further examples of this type of characterisation may be found 
in the Plutus, cf. Maurach, op. cit. 

34. Maurach, op. cit. iOff. compares the characterisation of Pentheus in Bacchai, 
Menelaus in Orestes and Menelaus in Helena. To these examples the burlesque unmasking 
of Silenus in Cyclops may be added. After he is tempted to sell some food in exchange for 
wine, he decides to defy the 'stupid', 'middle-eyed' Cyclops, 173-4. But when the latter 
arrives, he dashes into the cave with great alarm, 193. To his cowardice, another charac
teristic - deceit - is finally added. He pretends that he was thrashed by Odysseus and his 
men who wished to steal his master's goods, 228ff. 

Odysseus similarly exposes himself as a coward. Asked by the Satyr Chorus whether 
they captured Troy, he answers proudly that they overthrew the whole house of Priam, 
178. But when the Cyclops arrives, he responds with great alarm- U1toA.roA.a).lEV yap, ro 
ytpov· 1toi XPii cpuy~:iv, 194. Silenus suggests that the cave is a good hiding place, but 
Odysseus realises that this means walking 'straight into the snare', 196, and remains 
outside. Because he has lost face, he tries to cover up by boasting like a 'miles gloriosus', 
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The dramas of Euripides and the later works of Aristophanes are, however, 
far removed from New Comedy in time. It is therefore difficult to establish 
a direct influence on the portrayal of the characters of New Comedy. 

On the other hand it may be argued that the characters of both Middle 
and New Comedy are taken from everyday life and that it was Euripides 
and, as it appears, the elder Aristophanes who taught the comedy writers 
to portray these characters. It is therefore probable that Menander, in the 
gradual revelation of Smikrines, was dealing with something which had 
become a fixed convention in his time. 

It appears finally that the vitality and freshness of the opening scene have 
been achieved through a skilful adaptation and blend of different tragic 
conventions. 

At this point, however, we wonder if the analysis has penetrated fully to 
the meaning of the opening scene. Was the dramatist concerned only with 
adapting and mixing well-known forms to attain his dramatic effects, or 
did his characters mean more to him? A full discussion of the characterisa
tion must therefore be attempted. Menander was, it is said, mainly concerned 
with characterisation; A. Korte, for example in RE 15 (1931), 759ff. has 
stated: 'Menander . . . stellt die Charakterzeichnung in den Mittelpunkt 
seines Kunstwollens'. Since especially the opening scene of the Aspis has 
led me to believe that this view is one-sided I have, as a corrective, made an 
investigation into Menander's adaptation of tragic form and diction. 
Bearing in mind this twofold aspect I shall now examine the characterisation 
ofDaos. 

THE CHARACTERISATION OF DAOS 

From antiquity onwards, Menander has been praised for the realism of his 
characterisation.35 The characters of his dramas reveal a remarkable 
likeness to real people because of the author's ability to vivify dramatic 
characters, both by projecting himself into their position and by transfusing 
his humanity into them. Consequently, conventional views concerning 
stock characters, which had hardened through the literary tradition, are 
constantly reassessed in his dramas through a more sympathetic portrayal 
of these characters. These observations also apply to the characterisation of 
Daos. 

198-202. He does, however, take care to hide well enough and the Cyclops does not see 
him for some time. 

35. One remembers, of course, the famous praise of Aristophanes of Byzantium (Korte 
II, Test. 32,7). For modem discussions of this see C. Preaux, Mbzandre et Ia societe 
athenienne, Chron. d'Egypte 32, 1957, 63 and 84-100, and: Les fonctions du droit dans Ia 
comedie nouvelle, ib. 35, 1960, 222-239. 
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His character and his role will firstly be examined in the structure of the 
comedy and then an attempt will be made to assess his characterisation in the 
context of the literary tradition. 

I 

In my discussion of the opening scene it has been noted that Daos is deeply 
disturbed by his measter's death, because he had his master's interests at 
heart and also because the death of his master has frustrated his own 
hopes to retire comfortably in old age: 

E!lOi -r' Ecrt:cr3at -r&v !lUKp&v n6vrov nva 
avanaucrtv Ei~ 'tO yfjpa~ EUVoia~ XUPLV 

(v. 11-12) 

These lines at once characterise his fidelity and express his present predica
ment. As a slave he is merely part of his master's estate and can only have 
the faint hope of passing over to a lenient new master.36 

That loyal slaves could in reality expect such a reward for their f>i)vota is 
attested by a passage in Demosthenes.37 The notion that t:uvota should be 
rewarded had strong political connotations at this time and it may be 
suggested that the Athenians heard an echo of the rhetorical speech in Daos's 
words.38 It is, however, more likely that the notion had attained common 
usage in the everyday speech and in the domestic relations between free men 
and slaves. 

More interesting is the fact that Daos characterises his master as 
1-LEYUAO\j!DXO~ (v. 17). Mt:yaA.o\j!DXia here denotes military a pE-ri]. The ideal, 
however, has a wide range of association and it happens to be the most 
prominent virtue in the Peripatetic Philosophy which represented the 
advanced thought in Menander's time. In Aristotle's catalogue of virtues it 
is described as KOO"!lO~ -r&v apt:-r&v and apE'tfi 1tUV'tEAi)~.39 

36. Slaves are listed among other K'tTH.lU'tU of an estate in Dem. 27,9 and Aesch. 1.97, 
see W. L. Westermann, The slave systems of Greek and Roman antiquity, New York2 
1957, 8ff. 

37. Dem. 47,55: E'tllXEV f) yuvf) !lOll l.lE'tU 'tWV 1tUtliicov aptcr'tiiicra ilv 'tfj auf..:i'j, KUi I.IE't' 
UU'tfii; n1:Si] 'tli; ill.liJ YEVOI.lt:VT) 1tpEcrSu1:t:pa uvSpC01tO!; EUVOili; KUi mcr'tl) KUi a<pEtl.lt:V 
ilA.wSt:pa uno 1:0\i na'tpO!; 1:0\i EI.IOU. The notion is also expressed in two grave inscriptions 
(W. Peek, Griech. Grabgedichte, Berlin 1960, 240 resp. 474): 

crfilla clltA.ivcp 'tOU'tO <piA.co liEil.lEV Scpcmovn 
'11t1tOKPU'tT)i; 1t(lO'T)!; ctVEKEV EUVOlT)i; 

Even a dog could claim a reward for her Eilvom! 
Ecr't' USA.ov cr'topyfii; upa Kai Kucriv, &!; vu Kai f\liE 
EUVO\li; oocra 'tpo<pEi O'fii.IU A.t:A.o-yxE 't61iE 

38. E. Skard, Zwei religios-politische Begriffe: Euergetes-Concordia; Oslo 1932, 29ff. 
39. E.N. 4,1124 a, 1 and 8. See the discussion in U. Knoche, 'Magnitude Animi' 
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Line 17may, therefore, convey the slightest suggestion thatDaos has snatched 
this word up from the current philosophical dialectic. This, like his literary 
ability, leaves us with the impression that he is an educated pedagogue. 

An acute perception which enables him to see through the intentions of 
others may be added to these qualities. The fact that he exposes Smikrines as 
KA:rjpov6!loc; indicates that he has grasped his purpose fully.40 

The experienced reader of Menander is justified in asking how these 
characteristics of Daos are related to his characterisation and function in the 
rest of the comedy. 

At the end of Act One, Daos is approached by Smikrines for support. The 
latter then reveals the intention of marrying his niece, Kleostratos' sister, as 
by law he can claim the first right to do so (v. 181ff.). 

:. • 1 Daos refuses support on the strength of the yv&St cmu•6v principle, 

. :·; : . ...:· .. ~· .j' .. ,,. .' 

190-191: He whishes to resign himself to the humble position of 8ouA.oc; 
because this is the mark of an &.yuSOc; oi.KEnJc; (v. 192-193). He first explains 
the practical application of his ideal and proves that he has scrupulously 
followed it in the past.41 As a 8ouA.oc;, 194, he has been a passive instrument in 
the financial dealings of his master and can merely report on these accu
rately, 198-200. Secondly, he applies the ideal to the private dealings of the 
EAEMEpot: When it comes to their heritage, weddings and degrees of 
relationship, he should not be 'dragged into it' because such matters befit the 
EAEUSEpOt, 200-204. 

When Smikrines hereupon asks him whether he disapproves of his 
intended action on moral grounds, Daos replies with great rhetoric finesse: 
He first detaches himself from the world of the EA.cu8Epot by emphasising 
that he is a Phrygian. He then uses his very Barbarian insight to express his 
disapproval, but obscures this by presenting his disapproval in the form of 
a generalisation: noA.A.a •rov nap' D!liv q>aiVE't"Ut KUA&v E!loi nav8Etvu Kai 

(1934), now in: Yom Selbstverstiindnis der Romer, Gymnasium, Beiheft 2, 1962, 52ff. -
For an examination of the influence of Peripatetic theories on Menander see K. Gaiser, 
'Ant. und Abend!.' 13, 1967, 8 ff. 

40. The word means 'heir apparent' in this context (LSJ, s.v. KA.T]pov6J.wc;). It is 
significant that Daos does not expose Smikrines as cptA.apyupoc; or the like. He has 
realised that Smikrines' interest in the booty derives from the fact that he is the elder uncle 
of the heiress and as such has legal preference to marry her. 

41. Two lines are missing after 193 and the development of Daos' thoughts is therefore 
not certain. Gaiser, Der Schild, 12 reconstructs as follows: 

[ ... roc; 7tEpi 'tOOV ).lEV X.PTlJ.lCL'tCOV] 
cr6v liei J.lE lic:>[iiA.ov ov't' unoKpivecrS' Ent).lEA.iiic;· 
navrac; Sepu[novt]f!~ ~c;r:~ [crot Ka.i ~a.cra.vicra.t 
crOOj.lU'tU J.lEY [tcr'tU A.] clj.l~UVOV'tl [OEiy).lU'tU• 
crT]).lEi' enecr: [tv· ocra. cr[uvi]A.A.a.~ev ncr tv (ocra. Del Corno) 
EKEivoc; U7tOOT]j.lOOV, EJ(.CO cppa~ElV eyro 
TUU't' · liv KEAEUT]t Tic; J.lE, oei~co ... 
litT]J.lUPT11K6T' vouc; 
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wuvavtiov w(nmv, 206-208. Hereupon he invalidates his moral judgement 
by implying, with bitter irony, that Smikrines is the €A.eUSepo~, he can 
reasonably claim that he has superior insight; 'ti npocrtxew oet cr· Ejloi; 
<ppovet~ Ej.LOU ~tA.nov eiK6'tm~, 208-209. 

The unbridgeable gap between the moral perception of the 8A.euSepot and 
the barbarian oouA.ot is here pointedly emphasised by Daos. He takes the 
gap for granted and employs it astutely as a salvo for a design which does not 
meet with his approval. The irony derives from the fact that Daos is con
vinced that in his inner attitude he possesses the superior insight, in spite of 
the external distinction which exists between him and Smikrines. 

In the second Act, however, Daos completely abandons this attitude of 
resignation. He openly condemns Smikrines vehemently (6 jltCLponaw~, 

313; 'tOU cr<p6opu novT]pou, 316) and involves himself deeply in the matters 
of the 8A.euSepot. One is therefore faced with the question: What is Daos' 
real moral attitude and why does he not act consistently when he instigates 
his intrigue against Smikrines in Act II? 

An analysis of the events which lead up to the intrigue indicates how 
carefully the intrigue is foreshadowed and how the device which Daos 
employs is sown in his mind. 42 

After Smikrines informs his brother, Chairestratos, that he is determined 
to marry his niece in spite of the latter's attempts to dissuade him, Chaires
tratos falls into the house and wishes death on himself rather than see this 
happen, 282-283. Daos finds him lying prostrate in utter dejection and urges 
him to get up and to leave the house, 299-300, and calls Chaireas, who 
is standing outside, to open the door. Chairestratos leaves the house reluc
tantly and expresses his defeatism: KCLKffic; EXffi ... j.LE:ACLYXOAW ... j.LCLtVOj.LCLt 
o• UKCLpl)~ mivu · 6 KCLA.oc; aoeA.<po~ 'tOO"CLU'tT]V EKO"'tUO"tv tjOT] KaSicr'tT]O"tV 
!lf: 'tfj 1tOVT]pi~, 305-309. Finally Chairestratos repeats his death wish, 
314-315, and thus provides Daos with the clues to form his scheme.43 

42. T. B. L. Webster (Studies in Menander, Manchester2 1960, 177) once compared the 
improbable incidents of Old and Middle Comedy with those of New Comedy and came to 
the conclusion that 'the end of the tradition can be seen in the wilder slave intrigues such as 
the feigned death of Chaireas in the Heauton Penthon'. After the discovery of the Aspis it 
has become clear, firstly, that the scene in question must be attributed to the Aspis and 
secondly, that it is Chairestratos, not Chaireas who had to feign death. Furthermore, the 
scheme is by no means 'wild'. 

43. It is essential to understand that Daos has not planned the intrigue before he leaves 
the house at v. 299ff. This appears from his shocked questions to Chairestratos, 310-311. 
The first question is meant to show Chairestratos that he has not yet heard of Smikrines' 
intentions in order to avoid Chairestratos' becoming suspicious. With the second question 
he wants to bring Chairestratos to the vital point: is he going to oppose Smikrines or not? 
Once he has established that Chairestratos has given up hope to do so, he dares express a 
strong disapproval, the main purpose of this being to win Chairestratos' confidence. 
After Chairestratos has uttered his death wish in the presence of Daos, the slave starts 
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With acute perception and amazing quickness he brings the weaknesses of 
the €/ca63spot into play. 

He starts with the qn/capyupia of Smikrines, 319-327. Smikrines is to be 
baited with the hope of more money, because he is obsessed with a passion 
to possess and will easily fall into the trap, 325-327.44 

Hereupon he exploits the suicidal tendencies which Chairestratos has 
just shown, 329ff. He must pretend that he is struck down by one of the 
sudden shocks which he has just mentioned, 330 and 335, because he is 
easily upset and naturally melancholic, 338-339. A doctor is to come and to 
diagnose one of the diseases which are speedily fatal and Chairestratos must 
feign a sudden death.4S 

He now explains the purpose of the scheme to the €/ca63apot who simply 
cannot grasp it and prove to be rather inferior intellectually, cf. 352f.: If 
Chairestratos should die, his daughter also becomes an heiress, but one who 
is fifteen times richer than Kleostratos' sister, 348ff. Accordingly, he hopes 
that Smikrines will gladly allow this sister to marry Chaireas and will take 
the other girl, who is fifteen times more attractive to him, as his wife, 
353ff. 

In this discussion the astute perception, the rhetorical finesse and an acute 
intelligence which make Daos intellectually superior to the €/ca63apot have 
been observed. But why does he plan the intrigue against Smikrines and 
what is his moral attitude? 

He is, of course, partly motivated by his moving auvota for his master. 
This theme is brought out by way of contrast with the characterisation of the 
Thracian -rpmtat;;on:ot6~, 238 ff. It must be remembered that Kleostratos 
intended his sister's dowry, the booty, to go to a husband 'worthy of himself', 
cf. 8-10, and that he was characterised by Daos as J..LEyaA6'Jfuxo~ (v. 17). Is he 

planning. One realises how subtly Menander embodied the intrigue in the natural devel
opment of the dialogue. 

44. Lines 321-3 are mutilated. Two talents are mentioned in 321. They should refer to 
the 600 xpucroiic; which Daos has brought home. Daos may be arguing that Smikrines is 
now occupied with this money, but if he should be given the hope of more money (322) 
Chairestratos will 'see him' (325) npom:-rfj OtT]uapn]K't6' (Ot Gaiser op. cit. 73 for the 
meaningless 'tt of B) so that he will be able to deal with him easily: ).IE'tUXEtptEi 'tE 
-roii-rov (referring to Smikrines) Eil1topiiic;. 

45. In 1.338 Kassel's change of the papyrus reading (olou to oiOE) is not convincing. 
Daos is here not concerned with Smikrines' weaknesses. This has been dealt with before. 
He is now concerned with the weaknesses of Chairestratos. He wishes to persuade him that 
he can act his role convincingly because it merely entails acting out his natural character
istics. This interpretation is reinforced by the fact that he introduces Chairestratos' play
act with iinEinw;; ap[-riroc; (330) and that he reiterates words from the previous dialogue: 
).IEAUYXOAiii (306) - ).IEAUYXOAtKOV (339); aSUj.lEiV ouoe KEicrSat (300) - aSuj.ltU (331) 
+ npocrKEicrE'tUt (346; cf. 359). 
He finally concludes encouragingly: 'I know well that by nature you are easily upset and 
melancholic'. 
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thinking that Chaireas will satisfy this high moral expectation? But Daos' 
mind is more complicated. He gives another explanation: 

ATI'IfO)lUt, vij 1:0V aia, 
dlv] cr' <'bOUVTjKE 1tW1t01:' a~iav OtKTjV · 
1:0 y]ap A.sy6)lsvov 1:atc; aA.TJ&Eiatc; 'MKoc; 
x]avrov U1tEtO't 8ta KEVfjc;'. 

(v. 370-373)46 

The principle 1:8A.oc; of his intrigue is to foil Smikrines with his own weakness. 
Daos is not concerned with an abstract 8iKTJ nor a similar objective principle, 
but with Xatpw1:p6.1:cp a~iav 8iKTJV Aa)lp&.vstv. Ethical considerations do 
not really weigh heavily in Daos' aim. But is his JlTJXUVTJ)lU motivated 
only by his suvota for his master and his desire to avenge Chairestratos? 
Such selfless dependence does not normally animate the very human 
characters of Menander. 

After his confrontation with Smikrines in Act 11,3, Daos passionately 
invokes Tyche: 

& Tux11 
Ot<:p )l' acp' OtOU 0E0'1t01:0U rtapsyyufiv 
)lgAAEt<; · 1:i cr' TJOtKTjKU 1:TjAtKOU1:' f:yro; 

(v. 213-215)47 

These lines form the link between his passive resignation at the end of the 
first Act and his active role in the second act. When he uttered these words, 
Daos was faced with the grim prospect of unending drudgery in the house
hold of Smikrines, the self-centred miser. His invocation of Tyche explains 
unambiguously not only his refusal to support Smikrines, but also his 
attempt to lure him to a richer heiress. Should he succeed with his scheme, he 
has the more favourable prospect of being Chaireas' slave. 

It appears, therefore, that Daos is consistent in his inner attitude. What 
matters to him is not so much Xatpscr1:p6.1:cp 8iKTJV Aa)lp&.vstv when he 
plans the intrigue, but his own crro1:TJpia and Etnuxia. 

When the intrigue is put into action, Daos' profound knowledge of 
tragedy is finally brought into play. The beginning of Act III, 398-432, 

46. In 1.371 the reconstructions seem, after inspection of the photographs, safer than 
is indicated in Austin's edition. One might argue that Chaireas is the speaker in 1.368. But 
these words do not suit the character of Chaireas as he expresses no moral judgment of 
Smikrines although there were opportunities of doing so before, cf. 288ff. Further, if 
Chaireas had been the speaker of the preceding lines, Daos would not have addressed him 
by name in 1. 374. Whenever he turns from one of these characters to the other, he pointed
ly addresses them by name (cf. 299,300,304). 

47. The strict tragic verse is striking. This becomes the natural vehicle to express his 
intense emotions. 
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forms a parallel to Act. I,l. In the first Act Daos' tragic rendering of Kleos
tratos' death made no impression on Smikrines, but only stimulated his 
obsession to acquire possessions. Daos now gets his revenge. He successfully 
ensnares the uncomprehending Smikrines with a string of tragic quotations, 
as he announces that a prospective candidate from whom he can inherit 
much more than from Kleostratos, is 'dying'. 

We return to the 'tBAO~ of the intrigue. Is it morally satisfying? Menander's 
main concern is to underline the 7toVlJpia of Smikrines before the intrigue. 
The sensitive portrayal of Daos serves as a foil to this, and his intrigue, 
significantly, lends a deeper dimension to Smikrines' greed. It is Daos, in 
contrast to Smikrines, who possesses the 'better insight', the EA.cu&cpo~ vou~ 
in spite of the bonds of servitude which separate him far from Smikrines. 

The impetus which is contained within the framework of Tyche's Prologue, 
and the arrival of Kleostratos, is given by the <ptf...apyupia of Smikrines. But 
Daos's characterisation is counterpoised with this and the whole action 
within this structure finally revolves around him and Smikrines becomes the 
victim. 

The denouement of the play, however, makes the intrigue redundant. 
Daos therefore does not influence the outcome of events at all. But the 
sensitive characterisation of him, in contrast to the tarnished inhumanity 
of Smikrines, leaves a memorable impression. Moreover it is significant to 
Menander's point of view that Daos' master is restored to him and, we may 
be sure, that he gets the well deserved reward for his Euvota. It is intensely 
frustrating that only traces remain of his moving reunion with his beloved 
master. It is nevertheless a great compensation that we can read some of 
Daos' overjoyed words: JlEtpaKtov, d) Zcu, 506 ... and 8xro crc, 508. 

II 

An examination of Daos' characterisation within the context of the literary 
tradition yields some interesting results. 

Sly and impertinent slaves first appeared on the comic stage when Aristo
phanes' Peace was produced. They sometimes act as their masters' confidants 
and reveal a particularly good understanding of masters who have base 
intentions. 48 Their masters rely strongly on them, but they are so imper
tinent that their masters often long for the 'good old days' when they could 
flog and chain them for their insolence.49 

In Aristophanes' later comedies, which are no longer so strongly dependent 

48. Ar. Pax 868ff. I am particularly indebted to J. Vogt, Sklaverei und Humanitiit im 
klassischen Griechentum, Abh. Mainz 1953, 4,161 ff. 

49. Eq 1129f., Nub. 6f., Vesp. 439f., 448ff. 
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on the political world of Athens, but reflect the contemporary life more 
closely, the slaves are given a more prominent role on the stage. These 
plays do not reveal a different attitude to the slaves. In the Frogs, Xanthias 
plays a significant part in the action. He is an indispensible companion for 
Dionysus on his trip to the underworld. He nevertheless remains a vulgar 
slave. He discovers a soulmate in another, a slave in the underworld, and 
they chatter about the lowly joys of slavery: cursing, grumbling, intri
guing, eavesdropping and gossiping.so The much admired Plutus, in which 
a slave remains on the stage for almost the entire duration of the play, does 
not offer a different picture. Karion acts as a foil to illuminate the character 
of his master, Chremylos, who appears to be more idealistic than he actually 
is. While they follow a blind man, at the command of Apollo, Karion 
persuades his master that they should pick him up and put him on the edge 
of a precipice, 67ff. He mocks the chorus of old men, 253ff., he shows no 
respect to his mistress, 644ff. and he ridicules the gods, 627ff. Their motives 
in striving after wealth are wholly different. For Chremylos the aim 
is literature, honour, courage, ambition, command. For Karion it is bread, 
sweets, cakes, figs, barley-cakes, lentil soup, 188ff. It never occurs to him 
that he might buy his freedom. This is strange in view of the fact that 
he explained earlier that he became a slave only because he had no money, 
147-148. 

The character portrayals of Aristophanes' slaves are determined by his 
desire to provide comic amusement. These portrayals nevertheless reveal a 
general attitude of contempt for the slave class and it is clear that Aristo
phanes has not created full human beings in the figures of his slaves. 

The prominence which is given to the slave roles in the structure of 
Aristophanes' later comedies may be compared to Daos' function in the 
Asp is. The resemblance, however, is no more than superficial. Daos' character 
has nothing in common with these slaves. The relation XP'llcrn)c; £A.euSEpoc; 
and <pauA.oc; 8ouA.oc; has been completely reversed by Menander. If we wish 
to find vestigial traces of the 'cheeky' slave in Daos we may do so in Aspis 85 
and 353. These traces, however, must also be seen in the light of this reversed 
contrast: 85 exposes the <ptA.apyupia of Smikrines and 353 illuminates the 
quick-witted qualities of Daos in contrast to the slowness of Chairestratos. 

Daos' function resembles that of the slaves of tragedy far more closely than 
those of the comic slaves. The portrayal of the pedagogue as a loyal and 
devoted guardian in the household of free men had precedents in tragedy. 
Manifestations of intimate bonds between pedagogues and their masters 
may be ~ound in Sophocles' Electra and in the Medea, Phoenissae and Ion 

50. Ran. 738ff. 
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of Euripides. 51 But intimacy finds its most sensitive expression in the words 
of the pedagogues' female counterpart, the nurses.s2 

The tragedians, especially Euripides, were alert to the possibilities of 
employing slaves as foils to the characters of the tragic heroes. The contrast 
between the devotion of loyal pedagogues/nurses and the callous, self
centered attitudes of the tragic heroes was already implicit in tragedy.53 

When it came to moral clashes these slaves were, however, faced with the 
unbridgeable gap which separated them from the i:A.Eu&Epot. They could 
not express moral judgements on their masters' actions nor were they allowed 
to advise them on moral matters. When they do this their judgements are toned 
down with great apology.s4 The ad hoc morality which Daos adopts in Act 
1,3, may be compared to this. The implicit contrast between an i:A.Ell&Epo<; 
cpauA.o<; and a XPlJcr-ro<; oouA.o<;, which had its roots in tragedy, is for the 
first time in transmitted literature explicitly brought out and given great 
prominence. It is this clash which dominates the entire action. 

The collateral ancestor of Daos may also be found in tragedy. The noble 
pedagogue, as adviser and executant of the intrigue of a fake death, appears 
as far back as Sophocles' Electra. It was his responsibility to rear Orestes to 
be his father's avenger and it is he who urges Orestes and Pylades on to 
action, 15ff. and 77ff. It is, significantly, also his duty to announce the fake 
death of Orestes to Clytaemestra, 666ff. He is taken into the house, 800, but 
reappears after Orestes' and Electra's recognition to stop them from their 

51. See e.g. Soph. El. 23-28: 
II> cpiA.:ta't' '&.v8prov npocrn6A.rov, &c; 1101 cracpft 
crl]J.l&ia cpaivEtc; tcrSMc; Eic; iJJ.Liic; yEyroc;. 
&crnep yap innoc; euyEvi]c;, Kav 1] yeprov, 
£v Toicrt 8etvoic; SuJ.L6V ouK &.nroA.EcrEv, 
&.A.A.' 6pS6v oOc; icrTT]crtV, d!cra6Troc; 81; cru 
iJJ.liic; 1:' O'tpUVEtc; KUUTOc; ev npro'totc; E1tl>l. 

Cf. also Electra's joyful recognition of the pedagogue: he is called the 'sole preserver of 
Agamemnon's house' (1354-55) and in her ecstasy she greets him as 'father', 1361. Cf. 
further Eur. Phoen. 88 ff. and Med. 1005. One may also compare the prominent role 
which the devoted pedagogue is given in Ion 725ff., 925ff. 

52. Aesch. Choeph. 743ff., Eur. Med. Iff., 53 ff., Andr. 87ff., esp. Hipp. 203ff. 
53. The nurse in Aesch. Clzoeph. as opposed to Clytaemestra; the pedagogue in So ph. El. 

as opposed also to Clytaemestra, the nurse and pedagogue in Eur. Med. as opposed to 
Jason. 

54. The following words of the nurse in Med. 82ff. are typical: 
II> TEKva, 0.Ko6cS' oioc; cic; UJ.luc; naTilP; 
oA.otw J.lEV 11n. 8ccrn61:T]c; yap £cr1:' £116c; · 
&.1:ap KaK6c; y' &v Ec; cpiA.ouc; &.A.icrKE'tat 

Cf. Eur. Hipp. 1249ff. ; Bacclz . 668ff. In Hipp. 87-102 a slave does advise his master to 
greet the statue of Aphrodite, but his approach is also rather reticent. The role of the 
nurse as a matchmaker between Phaidra and Hippolytos is not relevant here; she does 
not have the moral relation to Phaidra which Daos has to Smikrines, her function is to 
offset the ai8roc; of Phaidra. 
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impassioned and ill-timed rejoicings and sets the intrigue in motion, 
1366ff. 

Daos clearly reveals traits which may be traced back to those of the 
characters of the tragic stage. In one important respect, however, he differs 
significantly from these slaves. The sorrow and joy of the slaves in tragedy 
are always inextricably bound up with their masters' fortunes. Like Daos, 
they serve as foils to the characterisation of their masters. Their entire being 
is, however, dependent on their masters' destiny and they have no life of 
their own. This applies also to Daos' ancestor, the pedagogue in Sophocles' 
Electra. 56 The llTJxuvru.ta of Orestes' fake death was established in the myth 57 
and he acts in obedience to Apollo and out of selfless devotion to his master. 
Once he has fulfilled his function, he disappears from the scene and we hear 
no more of him. 

In Menander's Aspis, a slave becomes, for the first time in transmitted 
literature, the personal victim of the leading character's baseness. For the 
first time the personal fate of a slave becomes a decisive factor in the struc
ture of a drama. For the first time, also, we see a slave not acting out of 
extreme devotion to his master, but having his action motivated by a life
like blend of altruism and selfishness. In this respect we have finally found 
a parallel to the character of Habrotonon in the Epitrepontes. 

It has been suggested that Menander had the intrigue of Euripides' 
Helena in mind when Daos' intrigue was written, because verbal echoes of 
Helena have been noted in a line of the Aspis.58 Gaiser pursues the argument 
and notes: 'Aber nicht nur der einzelne Vers enthalt eine Anspielung. 
Dariiber hinaus ist das Intrigenmotiv des fingierten Todes deutlich der 
euripideischen Tragodie nachgebildet. Hier wie dort wird dem Gegner 
(Smikrines/Theoklymenos) durch den vorgetauschten Tod die Moglichkeit 
einer Heirat in Aussicht gestellt, wahrend das wahre Ziel die Rettung der 
heiden Liebenden ist,'59 

The verbal similarities are, however, not so strong and may be purely 
fortuitous. The device of a sham death was used in Aeschylus' Choephoroi, 
it was executed by a pedagogue in Sophocles' Electra and in the very 
Helena of Euripides it was criticised because 'there is a certain staleness in the 

56. Another forefather of Daos may be found in Eur. Ion: Creusa's pedagogue who 
advises her to kill Ion (1.978ff.). His action like that of Sophocles' pedagogue flows from 
a selfless devotion to his mistress (1.972, 1039ff.). It is not necessary to dwell on his 
mechanema as it does not resemble that of the Asp is, nor does Creusa's pedagogue resemble 
the character ofDaos. Her pedagogue is devoted but rather foolish. Consequently Creusa 
rejects all his suggestions, 97 4 ff., 980 ff. 

57. F. Solmsen, Zur Gestaltung des Intriguenmotivs in den Tragodien des Soplwkles und 
Euripides (now in: Euripides, WdF 89, 1968 336). 

58. R. Kannicht, Euripides, Helena, Bd. 1, Heidelberg 1969, 84: He!. 1196- Asp. 420f. 
59. Gaiser, op. cit., 18. 
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suggestion', ibid. 1056. We may therefore safely assume that this device was 
often employed from the time of the pedagogue's false message in Sophocles. 
Moreover, though the external aim of the scheme is the salvation of the lovers, 
as it is in the Helena, the love theme recedes completely during the planning 
of the intrigue in the Asp is, giving way to a more complex motivation on the 
part of its author. 

Menander indeed employs a device which is firmly rooted in tragedy. But 
more significant for a correct understanding of his art is that he consciously 
causes this device to flow naturally from the qualities of his characters. The 
literary influence of tragedy is clear, but it is embodied in a new and fresh 
context in which the poet's eye is more alert to the possibilities of individ
ualised characterisation. 

III 

The typically Menandrean humanity is embodied in the character of Daos, 
as Gaiser has correctly pointed out.60 He finds it in a reassessment of the 
popular view of the Phrygian slaves: 'Die Phrygersklaven galten als be
sonders unzuverHissig und weichlich; Menanders Daos widerlegt dieses 
V orurteil.' The main stigma with which Phrygians were branded was 
uv8p6yuvot. In the face of danger they were · especially cowardly.61 Daos 
is rebuked for this quality in the Aspis by the Thracian 'tpanssonot6c; 
who examines his quality and actions from the Thracian point of view: 
Daos did not run off with his master's possessions because he was uv8p6-
yuvoc;, 234. It is his very Phrygian quality which restrained him from being 
disloyal to his master! We are, however, on the level oflow comedy here and 
these words need not be taken too seriously. Nevertheless, one of the functions 
of this scene is clearly to stress Daos' moving loyalty by way of contrasting 
character portrayal, but the insult will also be remembered when it is this very 
Phrygian, in contrast to Chairestratos and Chaireas, who is steadfast and has 
the courage to resist Smikrines. In a far more serious context Daos also 
refers to his Phrygian nationality, «<>pu~ dJ.lt, 206. On this occasion, Daos is 
not concerned with the unrealiability of the Phrygians which results from their 
cowardice. He wishes to detach himself from moral judgements of the 
EAEu&spot by emphasising that he has a different sense of justice and by 
pretending, ironically, that he does not possess the EA.su&spoc; vouc;. «<>pul; is 
used to underline his ~<ip~apoc; vouc;. 

In the structure of the Aspis it is Daos' function to illuminate the 'inferior 

60. Gaiser 18f. 
61. References in Austin II ad Asp. 242. The best illustration of the utter contempt with 

which the Phrygians were held on account of their effeminacy and cowardice may be found 
in Bur. Or. 1522. 
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insight' of the main character by his own superior intellect, 'better insight', 
and his rhetorical finesse. It is, finally, Daos' literary abilities which not only 
heighten Smikrines' 'inferior insight', but also baffle him. Daos' superior 
perception and quicker wit enable him to exploit the weaknesses of Chair
estratos. 

One wonders if we do not penetrate to a deeper level of the meaning of 
Daos' characterisation when it is also considered as a reassessment of the 
traditional view of the pedagogue, a reassessment already foreshadowed 
in tragedy. 

The pedagogues were familiar figures on the streets in Athens.62 They 
were not concerned with the education of free boys. They were old barbarian 
slaves63 whose duty it was to accompany free boys since it was rather dange
rous for boys to appear unprotected in public.64 From a charming scene in 
Plato's Lysis65 it appears how staunchly they fulfilled their duties. Socrates 
reveals an indulgent attitude to the pedagogues of Lysis and Menexenus, 
but it is notable that they have no regard for his philosophical discourse, but 
drown it with their vulgar Greek, \mopappapi~ov-rs~. Consequently he has 
to yield to the pap~apot and breaks up the meeting. In this very dialogue 
Socrates also says that 'it is disturbing (ostv6v) that one who is free should 
be ruled by a slave', Lysis, 208c. The objections to the role of these barbarian 
pedagogues in the upbringing of free boys now become more frequent. It is 
notable that is is not their lack of loyalty, but their ~ap~apot -rp6rcot and 
their lack of education which are sharply criticized. The criticism reappears 
with an almost stereotyped repetition and continues from Plato to the 
Peripatetic School right down to Plutarch. 66 

Menander has created a Phrygian pedagogue who has transcended his 
pap~ap6~ -rp6rco~ and who has attained the inner insight and education 

62. SeeR. Schuppe, RE 18, 1942, 2375ff. and J. Vogt, 'Wege zur Menschlichkeit in der 
antiken Sklaverei' (1958), now in: M. I. Finley, Slavery in Classical Antiquity, Cambridge 
1964, 27. 

63. It was recollected that Pericles after a slave had fallen from a tree and broken his 
leg had said: 'Now he has become a pedagogue' (Stob. vol. II,233 Wachsm.-Hense; see 
further Schuppe 2377). 

64. See Plat. Legg. 808 d where they are compared to shepherds. Their main duty was 
to protect them from corruption by older men, cf. Plat. Symp. 183 c; Ael. V.H. 14,20. 

65. Lys. 233. 
66. In Plat. Ale. 1,121 e Socrates contrasts the role of inferior slaves with the education 

of the princes of the Persian court: their teachers were 'royal pedagogues' and the 'selected 
noble Persians'. Hieron. apud Stob. loc. cit. criticises the lack of responsibility of the 
Greek fathers: 

ohtvE~ npli'rrov JlEV ~ap~apot~ napa~6.A.ov1:E~ <•oil~ naiBa~> natliaycoyoi~ Kai 

'tOU'tCOV UKOUEtV KEAEUcrUV'tE~, {Kavro~ S7ttJ.lEAEicr9at VOJ.lit;oucrtv. 

The strongest criticism of the barbarian Pedagogues is to be found in Plut. de lib. ed. 4Af. 
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of an tA.euSepo~- Menander's real purpose may be eloquently expressed in 
the words of one of his slaves: 

noA.MKt~ 6 oouA.o~ wu~ -rp6nou~ XPllO''tOU~ 6xcov 
'tWV OE0'1tO'tCOV eyeve-ro crcocppovecr-repo~ 
d o' Tt 'tUXll 'tO cr&J-la KU'tEOOUAcOO'U'tO, 
o ye vou~ \:mapxet -rot~ -rp6not~ tA.eUSepo~. 

Frg. 722, Korte II 
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